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Marriott International launched its Tahseen programme for the third year in Saudi Arabia, reinforcing its commitment to developing Saudi Arabia’s future ...
Marriott International Launches Third Edition of Its Tahseen Leadership Programme in Saudi Arabia
Bloom Energy, a leading provider of distributed energy solutions, today announced the appointment of Mohammed Ali Khan to its international leadership team to further strengthen the company’s ...
Mohammed Ali Khan joins Bloom Energy as Senior Director, international business
The third edition of the Intellectual Property and Innovation Researchers of Asia (IPIRA) took place virtually from 24 to 27 March 2021.
Addressing current developments on Intellectual Property and innovation at 3rd IPIRA Conference
Dr Okey Anueyiagu during the opening ceremony of a virtual and physical international conference of the UNIZIK Business School.
UNIZIK business school holds international conference on sustainable development in Nigeria
Boylston and Company, Publishers, known for publishing books by notable authors such as Isaac Asimov, Roger Zelazny, Stan Lee and Alfred Bester, announced today they are formally engaged in plans to ...
Publisher iBooks Set to Release New Edition of Sci-Fi Series Arthur C. Clarke’s Venus Prime
Americans love a hard worker. The worker who toils eighteen-hour days and eats meals on the run between appointments is usually viewed with a combination of ...
Chained to the Desk (Third Edition): A Guidebook for Workaholics, Their Partners and Children, and the Clinicians Who Treat Them
Symbiosis School of International Studies (SSIS) is organizing the 7th edition of the International Relations Conference titled: Competition, Convergence and Multi alignment: Shaping India's ...
Symbiosis to host 7th edition of International Relations Conference
This third edition of Project and Program Management: A Competency-Based Approach expands on the second edition in every chapter. It brings fresh, updated insigh ...
Project and Program Management: A Competency-Based Approach, Third Edition
After two strong agronomy seasons in 2020, ag retailers and wholesalers begin the 2021 planting season with favorable industry fundamentals and an opportunity to expand profit margins, according to a ...
Business briefs for April 2021 edition
QVC® US and HSN®, leaders in building brands through livestream video storytelling across multiple platforms, today announced the third ...
QVC and HSN's The Big Find International Product Search Returns for Third Year
Marriott International launched its Tahseen programme for the third year in Saudi Arabia, reinforcing its commitment to developing Saudi Arabia’s future hospitality leaders. Launched in 2018 in ...
Marriott launches third edition of 'Tahseen' in Saudi Arabia
Mike Massaro, CEO of Flywire, believes that in our quickly digitizing and global economy, cross-border payments are key to business success.
Cross-Border Payments: A Growth Engine For Business
The 9th edition of the International Economic Forum and the 10th edition of the national universal trade fair “Traditions of Orsha” will be running in Orsha from 28 April to 1 May. The economic forum ...
Orsha to host international economic forum on 28 April-1 May
African Leadership Group is an ANCHOR PARTNER of Africa’s Business Heroes prize competition in 2021; The initiative gives African entrepreneurs a unique platform to showcase their talent and grow ...
African Leadership Group Joins Forces With "Africa's Business Heroes" 2021 Prize Competition
KuppingerCole named IBM Security Guardium an overall leader in its Leadership Compass report. See how IBM stacks up in today's data security world and why.
IBM Security Guardium Named Industry Leader for Third Consecutive Time
Since September 2016, when Shavkat Mirziyoyev began his presidency, Uzbekistan has embarked on a process of deep economic and social reforms. We are determined to make our country more modern and our ...
Reforms in Uzbekistan’s energy sector and cooperation with major international financial institutions
PharmaSources.com, an international B2B trade portal for the pharmaceutical verticals, is launching the virtual event E-Trade Season together with CPhI and P-MEC China from March to June 2021 to ...
PharmaSources Launches E-Trade Season 2021 ——Digital Business Platform & On-demand Webinars for Pharmaceutical Industry
The Big Four firm's research also found that many U.K. businesses expect the volume of legal disputes to increase this year.
EY Survey Finds UK Lawyers Will Embrace Virtual Court Hearings, Third-Party Funding Post-Pandemic
A SpaceX Crew Dragon spacecraft — carrying four astronauts from three countries — docked with the International Space Station early Saturday morning ET, beginning the crew's six-month stay in space.
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